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10TH APRIL 2018 / DARREN MCCARRA

Earlier this year Mullan Lighting completed the manufacture and on-site

assembly of an impressive double ring chandelier in the newly refurbished

Foyle Golf Centre, Derry. The two-tier chandelier measures three meters in

diameter and contains RGBW LED strip lights, allowing the chandelier’s

light colour to be altered, reflecting the ambience of the occasion within

the venue below.

WE MANUFACTURED THIS 3-METRE DOUBLE RING
CHANDELIER FOR THE FOYLE GOLF CENTRE

READ THE POST
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27TH MARCH 2018 / DARREN MCCARRA

Kudu is a new restaurant that recently opened on Peckham’s Queen Street

in London, serving modern European food with influences from South

Africa. Mullan Lighting once again worked with Alessio Nardi of A-nrd who

curated the interior design of this wonderful 52-seat restaurant.

KUDOS FOR KUDU, A NEW LONDON RESTAURANT
FEATURING OUR CAIRO PENDANTS

READ THE POST

28TH FEBRUARY 2018 / DARREN MCCARRA

WE’RE EXHIBITING AT LIGHT + BUILDING IN
FRANKFURT LATER THIS MONTH
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We’re heading to Frankfurt later this month to exhibit at Light + Building.

We’ll showcase our new, expanded range of outdoor and bathroom lights,

as well as a dozen new and exciting light fixture designs that we’ve been

working on over the last few months.

READ THE POST

31ST JANUARY 2018 / DARREN MCCARRA

We’re heading to Dublin early next week to exhibit at Hospitality Expo.

We’re showcasing our new and expanded range of IP-rated lights,

particularly suited to the demands and requirements of the hospitality

industry.

WE’RE SHOWCASING OUR IRISH-MADE LIGHTS AT
HOSPITALITY EXPO IN DUBLIN

READ THE POST
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9TH JANUARY 2018 / DARREN MCCARRA

Twice-yearly the world’s top designers, brands and buyers descend on the

Parc des expositions Paris Nord Villepinte in Paris for one of Europe’s

leading design events; MAISON&OBJET. This year will be no different.

WHAT WE’RE SHOWCASING AT MAISON&OBJET
THIS MONTH

READ THE POST

19TH DECEMBER 2017 / DARREN MCCARRA

OUR LIGHTS FEATURE IN THE INDIAN-INSPIRED
INTERIOR OF THE DARJEELING EXPRESS

RESTAURANT
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In the heart of London’s West End is Carnaby Street; a street that’s home to

over 100 renowned retail brands and over 50 independent bars and

restaurants. The latest addition to this cultural centre is Darjeeling Express,

a home-style Indian restaurant nestled on the top floor of Kingly Court. Our

lights are used extensively throughout its Indian-inspired interior.

READ THE POST

13TH NOVEMBER 2017 / DARREN MCCARRA

Pubs are under increased pressure to remain relative as an entertainment

venue. There is an increasing realisation that they must perfect their

experience offering to attract customers that have more choice than ever

before. Nothing quite affects this experience as much as light does.

CRAFTING THE ESSENTIAL PUB EXPERIENCE WITH
GOOD LIGHTING DESIGN

READ THE POST
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2ND NOVEMBER 2017 / DARREN MCCARRA

We’re exhibiting at Sleep in London later this month. Sleep is Europe’s

hotel design, development and architecture event. If you plan on attending

the event we’d love to meet you there.

WE’RE EXHIBITING AT SLEEP IN LONDON THIS
NOVEMBER

READ THE POST

23RD OCTOBER 2017 / DARREN MCCARRA

THREE UNIQUE LIGHTING IDEAS FOR YOUR
KITCHEN
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We love when our customers and clients use our lights in unique and

unusual ways. Inspired by our own clients’ clever ways of installing and

adopting our fixtures we describe three unique lighting ideas for your

kitchen below.

READ THE POST

28TH SEPTEMBER 2017 / DARREN MCCARRA

Brass kitchen lighting is making a comeback after a hiatus of almost three

decades. While mid-century lighting has been prevalent in homes for

years now it’s only now emerging as a trend in the most important room in

the house; the kitchen.

BRASS KITCHEN LIGHTING IS MAKING A
COMEBACK

READ THE POST
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